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COMPACT PINK, COMPACT SPORT
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Experience years of
carefree playing fun!

age

5 12

WHY A COMPACT?

1. ADJUSTABLE SEAT

The ultimate mid-size go-kart
Its size makes this go-kart fast and agile and you can drive up and
down any path easily. All BERG Compact go-karts have a unique BFR
system, which means you can pedal forwards, brake (the handbrake
provides extra braking power) and, after standing still, pedal backwards
without changing gear. The seat is adjustable and will give you many
years of fun!

To give you many years of enjoyment, the BERG Compact’s seat
can be adjusted. It means you can get into the ideal position in
the go-kart so that you can enjoy tearing around without any
worries. The seat has six positions enabling you to reach the
pedals at all times.
In short, the BERG Compact grows with you!

Discover the world in this cool go-kart! You won’t need to worry about
a thing during your adventures, because the BERG Compact meets all
safety requirements. In short, a safe go-kart that offers a tremendous
amount of fun.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unique BFR-system
The four wheels ensure stability
A swing axle for perfect roadholding
Six adjustable seating positions
Comfortable pneumatic tyres
Suitable for children aged 5-12
CE approved

Experience years of
carefree playing fun!
BERGTOYS.COM

age

5 12

2. BFR-SYSTEM
The BERG Compact is equipped with the unique, patented BFR-system.
BFR stands for: Break, Forward and Reverse. The BFR-system allows you
to brake using the pedals, but also reverse immediately after coming to a
standstill. This makes the BERG Compact super simple and easy to ride.
In addition, safety and maximum fun are perfectly combined due to the
BFR system.

Experience years of
carefree playing fun!
BERGTOYS.COM

3. STABLE THANKS TO 4 WHEELS
Thanks to its four wheels, the BERG Compact has excellent stability.
They allow you to corner quickly, sharply and safely. Also, no tipping
point occurs, so that tipping over is virtually impossible.
The BERG Compact has a swing axle. This creates a swinging motion
of the front wheels as a result of which bumps in the road are
absorbed. Consequently, the BERG Compact stays firmly on the ground.
A safe solution!

Experience years of
carefree playing fun!
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4. PNEUMATIC TYRES
The BERG Compact has pneumatic tyres. These tyres give less rolling
resistance, making pedalling lighter and go-karting much smoother.
This means that you will also be able to go faster.
Pneumatic tyres are more durable than solid rubber tyres. These tyres
give you an extra comfortable ride on the BERG Compact.

Experience years of
carefree playing fun!
BERGTOYS.COM

07.30.01.01

BERG COMPACT SPORT
The ultimate mid-size go-kart
The sporty Compact Sport is fast and agile. You can easily tear around
the neighbourhood on this gokart. The BERG Compact Sport has a
unique BFR-system, which means you can pedal forwards, brake
(the handbrake provides extra braking power) and, after standing still,
pedal backwards without changing gear. The seat is adjustable and will
give you many years of fun!

It grows with you thanks
to the adjustable seat

Extra comfort
thanks to the
pneumatic tyres

Equipped with coaster
brake, hand brake and
parking brake

BERGTOYS.COM

This go-kart is firmly and
safely grounded due to the
4 wheels and swing axle

The BFR-system allows you to brake using
the pedals, but also reverse immediately
after coming to a standstill

Weight product: 38.1 kg
Weight with box: 45 kg
Box size (cm): 100x100x100
EAN-CODE: 8715839054170

age

5 12

07.30.02.01

BERG COMPACT PINK
The ultimate mid-size go-kart
This colourful pink Compact is fast and agile. You can drive up and
down any path easily on this gokart. This go-kart is firmly and safely
grounded due to the 4 wheels and swing axle. The seat is adjustable
and will give you many years of fun! Due to its size, the BERG Compact
is very competitively priced.

It grows with you thanks
to the adjustable seat
This go-kart is firmly and
safely grounded due to the
4 wheels and swing axle

Extra comfort
thanks to the
pneumatic tyres

Equipped with
coaster brake,
hand brake and
parking brake

The BFR-system allows you to brake using
the pedals, but also reverse immediately
after coming to a standstill

BERGTOYS.COM

Weight product: 38.1 kg
Weight with box: 45 kg
Box size (cm): 100x100x100
EAN-CODE: 8715839054187

age

5 12

BERG COMPACT ACCESSOIRES
ACCESSORIES
The ultimate mid-size go-kart
Accessory

Article

Product weight

1

BERG Speedometer

15.23.12.01

2

BERG Lighting set
BERG LED headlight
BERG Siren
BERG Buddy Siren
BERG Go-kart cover
BERG Buddy Trailer towbar
BERG Steel Trailer
BERG Large Trailer

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1

2

7
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3

8

0.2 kg

Product weight
+ Box
0.2 kg

Box size
in CM
13x9x7.5

15.20.45.00
15.20.01.00
15.24.10.01

0.57 kg
0.29 kg
0.33 kg

0.58 kg
0.3 kg
0.34 kg

20x10x10
20x10x10
20x10x10

16.24.10.00
15.99.00.00
16.24.30.00
18.08.02.00
18.08.00.00

0.24 kg
?? kg
0.35 kg
18.2 kg
14.5 kg

0.27 kg
?? kg
0.35 kg
20.7 kg
17 kg

20x8x15
??x??x??
12x5x5
57x18x90
57x18x90

4

5

9

6

137
102

BERG COMPACT DATA
The ultimate mid-size go-kart
The following data applies to all BERG Compacts.

81

550

35

35

25-60

50-85
75

* All dimensions in cm
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BERG COMPACT DATA
The ultimate mid-size go-kart
General
Recommended age
Max user height
Max user weight
Parental supervision necessary
Safety mark
Assembly time

5 - 12 years
200 cm
80 kg
Yes
CE
±30 min

Physical characteristics
Length
Width
Height

135 cm
82 cm
77 cm

Warranty
Frame
Parts
Tyres

2 years
2 years
0 years

* This information is subject to change and may vary
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Technical characteristics
Gears
Tyre type
Frame material
Forward and backward
Braking system
Parking brake
Transmission
Ball bearings
Swing axle
Adjustable seat
Adjustable steering wheel
Trailer connection

N.A.
Pneumatic
Steel
Yes
BFR
Yes
BFR
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Packaging
Dimensions
Cardboard in packaging
Synthetic material in packaging
Hardboard in packaging
Number on Euro pallet

??x??x??
?? kg
?? kg
?? kg
10 pieces
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